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Hon. JH LANGBROEK (Surfers Paradise—LNP) (Minister for Education, Training and
Employment) (11.40 am): Partnership is not a difficult word to understand. Under the Gillard government,
the word ‘partnership’ has taken on a new meaning. No longer does it mean that two parties come to an
agreement on a certain matter and reach an agreed course of action. To the Gillard government
partnership means one party—they, the Australian government—comes up with a thought bubble or
political whim and the other side—we, the Queensland government—is expected to accept it without
question. When it comes to national partnerships, the Gillard government has shown it favours political
point scoring over policy outcomes. In the Australian yesterday we saw very clearly how the Gillard
government operates. The online headline read, ‘States to implement Asian white paper schools language
teaching recommendation’. Naturally, as Minister for Education, Training and Employment, I was
interested to read on and was more than a little uneasy when I read that he, the ‘Minister for the Asian
Century’, Craig Emerson MP, said the states would have to supply the teachers needed to embark on the
Asian languages blitz and those that refused would be denied education funding. 

In this one article we see the disturbing tactics of the federal government, tactics that we have seen
over and over again since LNP ministers walked into their first ministerial council meetings in April. As the
Queensland minister responsible for education, I was not consulted as to the content of this policy, despite
the fact that it would be rolled out in Queensland schools. My understanding of a partnership is that before
you come to a resolution you have to at least discuss the subject with your potential partner. Not the Gillard
government. 

The teaching of Asian languages to school students occurs in schools. The federal government runs
zero schools. At some point one would have thought the Prime Minister or any of her colleagues would
have run the idea past us for no other reason than to fully ascertain what obstacles face the policy’s
implementation. They have obviously not learnt from the school halls debacle or the pink bats fiasco.
However, not one iota of consultation occurred. I read about the policy in the newspaper and the only detail
I saw was when the Prime Minister and Minister Craig Emerson were forced to answer questions from
journalists who professionally asked—who innocently asked—how it would be implemented. What was
that detail? When pressed, the minister admitted it would be the state government that would have to
supply the teachers. 

So here it is again: the federal government comes up with the idea and the state government is
forced to deliver it. How many times must state governments deliver the federal government’s policy ideas
and deal with funding shortfalls? The Digital Education Revolution and the Building the Education
Revolution were classic examples of where the feds came in, funded for a period and left. We have current
national partnerships that have uncertain futures following this similar path of Commonwealth withdrawal.
For example, while schools in Indigenous communities have benefited greatly from partnerships such as
the Investing in Focus Schools initiatives, these are significant injections of funding for just a two-year
period—again leaving communities with no certainty of funding and the likelihood of the states holding the
bag. 
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Now they have reached a new low. Not only does the state know frightfully little about the Gonski
funding model, not only are we being asked to sign up to something we know frightfully little about, but now
other policies are being held hostage dependent on our Gonski signature. Even this morning in the paper
David Gonski said that his review was not about the syllabus, it was about a funding model. Even the
author of the very report on which the government is basing its findings is saying that what they are trying
to do is flawed. 

Every state is different. When the federal government wanted to sign us up to a national partnership
in June that resulted in little more than Harvey Norman vouchers, we said to the federal government that
we wanted to use the money to invest in masters programs or other teacher improvement mechanisms.
Our suggestion was rejected. National partnerships should not be approached with a ‘my way or the
highway’ mentality. If the Commonwealth was genuine it would sit down with its state colleagues and seek
to spend money on things that really matter in a way that suits each state, not a lazy, one-size-fits-all
approach that benefits no-one. All we saw yesterday from the ‘Minister for the Asian Century’—not the
foreign minister—was a thought bubble of an idea, crossing over into the path of someone else’s portfolio,
that of Peter Garrett, who is also having to deal with the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet on
this issue, about an issue that is important for the people of Queensland and all the other states and that is
the future of our children’s education. It is too important to play games with. They need to come to the
teleconference the state ministers are having later this week and actually give us some details so that
Queensland can stand up for our own state and make sure that we deliver a better future for our students. 
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